EUROPA A/S
BEARINGS & TRANSMISSION

ABOUT PTI EUROPA A/S
PTI Europa A/S is a manufacturer of bearings,
bearing housings and transmission products. The
company was founded in 1991 and currently employs more than 70 employees and the number
is steadily increasing. We always strive to adapt
our product range to our customers’
requirements. Our clear aim is to guarantee our
customers a sustainable supply of quality
products at com-petitive market prices. Over the
years, we have gained a lot of experience and
expertise in terms of international production and
trade, and we have built up a very good
reputation with many industrial customers and
dealers all over the world.
With an extensive product range and a 15.000 m2
warehouse, PTI is always ready to provide extra
service for existing standard solutions. This ensures a unique level of service and high operating
reliability for our customers. As a result, PTI is
currently one of Europe’s leading suppliers and
experts in the field of mechanical transmission
components.
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OUR
EMPLOYEES
PTI Europa A/S is a dynamic company in constant development that is run by a competent
team of employees. We are proud of the fact
that a large proportion of our staff have been
employed PTI for over 10 years and some for
more than 25 years. Each customer is assigned
a contact person who takes care of the daily
communication and is familiar with one’s needs.
The combination of new visions and experience has made PTI a prospective business,
but with great respect for the traditional
methods, where we make a virtue of customer relationships. With the ambition to work
quickly in terms of both technical matters and
delivery, it is our hope and expectation that
this fact will live on in the company, regardless of how big we become.
We speak Danish, German, English, Spanish
and French.

ISO CERTIFIED
We and our subcontractors are certified according to ISO
9001. Our transmission components are manufactured in
both metric and imperial dimensions that are approved according to European and American standard norms.
The purpose of our ISO 9001 certification is that we will continue to strive to improve the quality and consistency of our
products, delivery times and service.
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SHIPMENTS
All our orders are usually packed and sent within
the day we have received the order. We deliver all
over Europe and the rest of the world at very competitive freight prices.
All our shipments are checked twice before they are
dispatched.
After dispatch, you will be sent a shipping number so
you can track your package at any time.

TWO DEPARTMENTS
= ONE STRONG PARTNER
PTI is divided over two addresses in respectively,
Tønder, close to the German border and in Støvring
near Aalborg.
At our department in Tønder, we mainly sell our own
PTI brand products to both OEM customers and
dealers throughout the world. These are manufactured
accord-ing to PTI’s specifications at our regular
partners all over the world. Our products are a strong
alternative to other competitors in terms of quality and
price. All incoming goods are checked according to
established ISO certified procedures.
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PTI’s department in Støvring is the largest independent
dealer of FAG/INA products in Denmark, as well as an
authorised dealer of bearings from SLF and belts from
Optibelt.
You have a strong partner in PTI, whether
it concerns the purchase of brand-name
products or if you want an alternative
price solution that can give you a competitive advantage.

MODIFICATIONS
AND MACHINING
At PTI we perform modifications and machining in our own
workshop. This way we can quickly change a standard
product according to your wishes, so that you avoid waiting
for a new production.
Changes can include hollowing out the bearing housing for
larger bearing diameters, boring of chain or v-belt pulleys,
keyseating, special covers for bearing houses and much
more.
We stock many items as individual components, so we can
combine them into different end products. Therefore, we
can rapidly put a product together according to the customer’s specific requirements.
With our grease filling system, we can fill bearings with special greases and different filling quantities.

POWDER
COATING
With our powdercoating facilities, we
are able to provide you with an excellent
protection of our products. Our paint is
available in all RAL colours and well suited
for chemicals, UV light and harsh environmental conditions that require a good corrosive protection. The thick powder layer
gives a long lasting and shock absorbing
coating. All work steps are made in house,
the handling and curing of this type of
paint is very fast. This enables us
to provide you with your special
paint needs in matter of short
time.
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PRODUCTS
The following pages show an overview of our
extensive product range, directly available from
stock.
Items we do not have in stock or with special dimensions are offered with a delivery time.

On our website pti.eu you can find most of our
products, as well as data sheets.
It is also possible to search for partnumbers from
different manufacturers and find matching models
at PTI.

Ball, Needle and Roller Bearings
Our product range includes a complete portfolio of various
bearings types, including regular row ball bearings, angular
contact and spindle bearings, self aligning ball bearings,
cylindrical, tapered and spherical roller bearings, axial ball
and roller bearings, miniature bearings and wheel bearings.
Furthermore, we offer needle bearings, needle bushes and
needle end bushes, combined needle bearings and axial
needle bearings.
Our bearings are also available in stainless steel, as well
as ceramic, and hybrid bearings with different degrees of
clearence and seals.

Bearing Housings
One of our core areas at PTI is bearing housings that are
supplied in a wide variety of models, such as plummer block
housings, one-piece housings, flange housings, take-up
housings and double bearing housings.
They are manufactured mainly in cast iron, but they can also
be supplied in reinforced types.
All the housings can be supplied as complete solutions fitted with bearings, seals, adapter sleeves, fixing rings and
end cover. Bearing housings can be supplied with different sealing solutions for both grease and oil lubrication,
for example: felt rings, rubber lips, labyrinth and taconite.
PTI versions are interchangeable with the most well known
brands within the bearing industry and can be exchanged 1:1
with these.
We are experts in supplying solutions that are beyond the
usual standards.
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Mounted Bearing Units
This type of bearing unit can be used for numerous applications, they
are ready for mounting and easy to maintain. The bearing insert has a
spherical outer ring, that means the bearing can easily be replaced and
adjust itself to angular errors in the construction.
The bearing housings come in many variations, covering every imaginable construction. 2, 3, or 4 bolt flanged bearing housings, plummer
block housings, take-up housings, round bearing housings and
lightweight sheet metal housings.
Most types can be supplied with an open or closed cover,
which can be made of thermoplastic, sheet metal or cast iron.
PTI’s insert bearings come with different fixation options, such
as set screw, eccentric locking ring, adapter sleeve and as a floating bearing.
Many sizes are also supplied in imperial measurements.
Bearing inserts are available with a variety of seals. From ordinary standard designs to easy running low friction seals and heavy duty seals
with up to 6 sealing lips for extra protection against dirt and fluids.

BIG OR SMALL
– PTI IS ALWAYS READY TO HELP
Corrosion Resistant
PTI’s mounted bearing units are furthermore available in stainless
steel and thermoplastic versions that are specifically suitable for the
food industry. All inserts are supplied with food grade grease.
With the thermoplastic version, we can also offer our waterproof
2 and 4 bolt flanged series that effectively keep all fluids out.
We can also supply silver series bearing units, that are
manufactured in a rust proof zinc aluminium alloy.
Our stainless-steel ball bearings are available with food grade
seals and food grade grease (FDA).
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High Temperature
A high temperature bearing can replace the regular
bearing in a bearing housing and thus turn the unit
into a high temperature version. They have a greater
clearence and are lubricated with grease suitable for
higher temperatures.
We supply bearings for 200°C, 270°C or 350°C.
These are particularly suitable in ovens, or other areas
where the temperature exceeds the normal operating
temperature for a standard bearing.

Bearings with Solid Oil
Lifetime lubricated and sealed in a single product
Bearings with Solid Oil are an alternative solution for
places where it might be difficult to lubricate the bearings and the requirements of contamination of the surroundings from the discharge of grease is very high, for
instance, in the food and pharmaceutical industry.
The bearings never require lubrication, because the
fixed polymer filling releases a fine oil film and stops dirt
getting in the bearing.
Bearings with Solid Oil are available in different types for
different industries and temperatures.

Rod Ends
Rod ends are used for non-linear movements and can
offset angle error and rotation.
We supply all the common models of rod ends including both radial and axial rod heads, rod eyes with male
and female threads and hydraulic rod heads for either
welding or clamping.
Rod ends come in regreaseable or maintenance-free
models.
They can also be manufactured in stainless steel.
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Bushes
Bushes are useful where requirements for rotation
are not as high as for traditional bearings and they
are less cost intensive.
We stock a wide range of different bushes, including both self-lubricating bronze bushes and sliding
bushes, which are available with or without a collar.
As one of the few on the market, we also supply
DIN housings.

WE ARE MAKING EVERYDAY
LIFE EASIER FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
– THIS IS OUR CUSTOMER
PROMISE THAT WE STRIVE TO
LIVE UP TO EVERY DAY
Chains
We supply a vast range of chains such as agricultural chains, conveyor chains, ordinary roller chains,
leaf chains and hollow pin chains.
These come in a variety of materials, for example,
stainless steel, heavy duty and nickel plated. There
is also the possibility of chains with attachments.
We supply chains in simplex, duplex and triplex
versions.
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Sprockets and
Idler Sprockets
We offer a large selection of different sprockets, including
plate wheels, taper sprockets, idler sprockets, cast and
stainless steel sprockets.
Sprockets can be supplied with finished machined boring,
keyways, set screw and types with induction hardened
teeth.

Shaft Couplings
Shaft couplings are intended for power transfer between two
shafts that can compensate for alignment errors and reduce vibrations. Curved tooth couplings and friction torque
limiters are designed to disconnect the power transfer in the
event of an overload.
We supply a wide variety of shaft couplings, for example,
elastic and fixed couplings, clamp couplings, car tyre couplings and chain couplings.
The different types can be supplied pre-bored, for taper
bushes or bored according to customer requirements.

WE OFFER MORE THAN
40.000 ITEM NUMBERS, SPREAD
OVER A WAREHOUSE SPACE OF
OVER 15.000 M2
Belts
Belts are supplied as classic wrapped v-belts, cogged raw
edge belts and timing belts. All our belts are antistatic and
oil-resistant.
Besides our PTI belts, we also have belts from Optibelt.
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V-belt and Timing Pulleys
We supply a complete range of v-belt and timing pulleys in a pre-bored version or with taper bushes.

WE ARE READY TO FULFIL
YOUR NEEDS FOR SPECIAL PRODUCTS
Freewheels and
One Way Clutch
Freewheels can be used for a number of applications
where counter rotation is not permissable.
These can be supplied for clockwise or counterclockwise rotations.

Tensioners
Our tensioners ensure a constant tightening of belts
or chains, the built-in rubber elements can be adjusted to a variable pressure.
Very useful in constructions where the shafts cannot
be offset. Wear and stretch of the chain or belt is
automatically absorbed.

Track Rollers
We supply various types of track rollers that are mainly used in conveyor systems. Track rollers can absorb
large forces in the radial direction, as well as axial
forces that may occur with an angle error.
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ACCESSORIES
Adapter Sleeves
Used for clamping a bearing with a tapered bore to a
shaft. We have an extensive range of regular adapter
sleeves and hydraulic adapter sleeves with oil injection
for large bearing diameters.

Locknuts and
Hydraulic Nuts
We supply locknuts, self locking and hydraulic nuts for a
wide range of bearings.
Hydraulic nuts are used for mounting and dismounting
bearings with a tapered bore and when ordinary nuts
cannot provide the necessary drive-up forces.

Taper Bushes
Taper bushes make assembly and disassembly of v-belt
pulleys, sprockets and timing belts easy.
Available in metric and imperial dimensions. Some sizes
are available in a reinforced steel version.

Locking Devices
Locking devices are used for attaching belt pulleys,
sprockets and other things to a shaft.
They are suitable for small shafts, where a key/groove
connection is not possible. Locking devices tolerate impact and reversing loads.
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Weld on Hub and Bolt on Hub
Weld and bolt on hubs are prepared for taper bushes. They
make it easy to add a taper bush fitting to your construction.

Automatic and Refillable
Lubricators
All our mounted bearing units can be supplied with lubricators
filled with grease. These can be mounted outdoors, as well as
indoors, in hard-to-reach places and even under water. The lubricators assure that the bearing always gets the right amount
of grease, whereby expensive repairs can be avoided and
therefore give savings in the longer term.

Inner Rings
Inner rings compliment the needle bearings and are especially
useful in situations where the shaft cannot be used as a bearing surface and when there is a need for an optimal polished
and hardened surface for seals.

Ball Transfer Units
Ball transfer units come in models with and without a flange, in
plain, zinc plated and stainless steel. Ball transfer units have a
lot of applications, by using them, heavy elements can easily
be moved in all directions. Examples of uses: Picking stations,
conveyors and workstations.
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SPECIAL PARTS
At PTI we offer custom-made special parts, to our
customer’s individual needs. These products can
meet specific requirements regarding durability,
design, be branded with the customer’s logo, in
customer-specific colors and be supplied with
their part number.

We develop these products closely together with
our customers and advise about improvements on
existing solutions.
We are looking forward to receiving your request.

Special parts
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REFERENCES
More than 2000 customers spread all over the
world and in many different industries, trust in
PTI as their supplier of bearings and transmission parts.
In our annual customer satisfaction survey,
we are praised for our excellent correlation
between price and quality, consistency of
supply, know-how and our always friendly and
welcoming staff.
Below is a list of some selected customers
who we have supplied to, for a number of
years.
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VISIT OUR
WEBSHOP
On our webshop shop.pti.eu, it is possible to
order products, see our stock, gross and net
prices, favourite lists and previous orders.
On our website pti.eu you can find drawings and
dimensions for most of our products.
Everything you need to get a login for the webshop is on our homepage. Fill out the required
login information, after which you will receive a
password within 24 hours and have full access to
the webshop. Should you forget your password,
please follow the same instructions and we will
send a new password as soon as possible.
We are, of course, still personally available for
orders, enquiries, etc., on both e-mail and telephone.
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Vi er eksperter på overfladen
men der stikker noget under
PTI Europa A/S
Papegøjevej 7 • 6270 Tønder
Tel: +45 74 78 25 15 •
pti@pti.dk www.pti.eu

PTI Nord
Fredensgade 9a • 9530 Støvring
Tel: +45 96 86 06 85 • ptinord@pti.dk
www.ptinord.dk

Kom og dyk ned i markedets
bredeste og bedste sortiment
Hos Merton ved vi hvad, du taler om, når det gælder plader,
overflader, komponenter, designede produkter og nye ideer.
Faktisk har vi fyldt hele vores showroom med anderledes
spændende og inspirerende muligheder.

De rigtige services, produkter og priser er afgørende for
Mertons succes. Alligevel er det Mertons medarbejdere
og hele ånden i virksomheden, som vores kunder oftest
fremhæver som den vigtigste ingrediens i samarbejdet.

Outsource dk • www.outsource-dk.com

Du er naturligvis også velkommen til at ringe
og få et godt råd eller se nærmere på vores
hjemmeside. Men vi vil allerhelst mødes med
dig, så du kan se og opleve de gode kvaliteter,
den personlige service og alle de nyheder,
du ikke finder andre steder.

MERTON A/S
Tlf. +45 86 80 13 44
Lillehøjvej 10
merton@merton.dk
DK-8600 Silkeborg www.merton.dk

www.pti.eu

Du er velkommen

Outsource dk • www.outsource-dk.com
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